
LS YO NRN.Y.

HOSE COMPANY 2 - WESTBURY FIRE DEPT.

TRAINING EXERCISE
VEHICLE EXTRICATION DRILL

Scenario # 1

(Utilizing - Crew & 969 Only) - “simple door pop”.
Drivers side door - Simulating T-Bone type Accident

Objective to be met: 
Stabilize vehicle before operate tool
Stabilize patient before operate tool
Secure glass before operate tool
Clear Plastic -Hazard Checks before operate tool
Operate tool in safe manor
All operating personnel in Proper PPE 

Scenario # 2
(Utilizing - Crews:969 & 964) - “Front & Back Extrication”.
Passenger side doors - Simulating Front Passenger under dash 
as the Priority and - 2nd Passenger Rear Seat also need extrication.

Objective to be met: 
Stabilize vehicle before operate tool
Stabilize patients before operate tool - Triage Priority Patient
Secure glass before operate tool
Clear Plastic -Hazard Checks before operate tool
Operate tools in Safe Manor - utilizing door pops & dash roll
Assure Tools & Equipment staged & hazards secured
As team - Planning ahead - little down tile of tool(s)
All operating personnel in proper PPE
 

(Estimated time 15-25 min)

(Estimated time 20-40 min)



LS YO NRN.Y.

HOSE COMPANY 2 - WESTBURY FIRE DEPT.

TRAINING EXERCISE

Scenario # 3

(Utilizing - Crew & 964) - “Car on it’s side”.
Car on it’s side - needing stabilizing - Passenger in drivers seat
able to self extricate once vehicle is secured.

Objective to be met: 
Stabilize vehicle utilizing - Paratech Rescue Jacks
Assure vehicle stabilized before any hands on patient assessment
Operate Jacks in safe manor
All operating personnel in Proper PPE 

VEHICLE EXTRICATION DRILL

INSTRUCTORS - Objectives:

* Let Teams operate as they deem necessary -
* Critique after every evolutions - offer better or safer solutions
   - if necessary - demo these better solution(s)
* Immediately stop any unsafe operations and properly correct
  - if necessary - demo the safer solution

after evolution 3
* Since Paratech Jacks new to Dept - Review operations for
   all members, giving members who never operated hands on time.
 

Once 2nd evolution completed -
Give operating members break as Instructors/Officers flip Vehicle on its side 

(Estimated time 10-12 min)

(Estimated time 30 min)
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TRAINING EXERCISE

Paratech Twistlock Vehicle Stabilizers 
N.Y.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=endscreen&NR=1&v=wFVk7we1ICg









http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=endscreen&NR=1&v=wFVk7we1ICg

Link to demo:
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